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Abstract—This paper explores practitioner descriptions of agile
method tailoring in large-scale offshore or outsourced enterprise
projects.  Specifically,  tailoring  of  the  product  owner  role  is
discussed.  The product  owner identifies  and prioritizes  customer
requirements. But in globalized projects, the product owner must
reconcile large numbers competing business interests and generate
prioritized requirements  for  many development  teams. The study
comprises  8  international  companies  in  London,  Bangalore  and
Delhi.  Interviews  with  46  practitioners  were  conducted  between
February 2010 and May 2012. A grounded theory approach was
used  to  identify  that  product  owner  teams comprise  nine  roles:
Groom,  Prioritizer,  Release  Master,  Technical  Architect,
Governor,  Communicator,  Traveler,  Intermediary  and  Risk
Assessor. These product owner roles arbitrate between conflicting
customer  requirements,  approve  release  schedules,  make
architectural  design decisions,  provide technical  governance and
disseminate information across teams. Understanding these roles
will help agile coaches guide large scale agile teams. 
Index Terms—agile software development, enterprise systems,
product owner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Problems with large  scale software  development  projects
can  damage  the  reputation  of  well-known  companies  and
challenge the ability of Governments to implement policy. In
the UK for example, Santander UK plc had problems with an
IT integration project during a take-over of a smaller bank  [1].
The adverse publicity this incident attracted, was not restricted
to technology news outlets [2]. Further, Government decisions
to  change  policies  in  relation  to  taxation  or  social  security
systems often imply large scale software implementations. The
ability  of  Governments  to  implement  large  scale  software
projects  has  been  questioned.  In  the  UK,  concern  has  been
expressed regarding the Government's  ability to implement a
new social security payment system. For example, Liam Byrne
MP during questions to the treasury said “the Universal Credit
is late and over budget; there is widespread unease surrounding
the implementation of the £2 billion [US $ 3.2 billion approx.]
scheme’s  IT  system” [3].  Thus project  teams on large  scale
projects are under considerable pressure to deliver successful
outcomes. 
There is increasing practitioner interest in the adaptation of
agile  software  methods  to  large,  often  geographically
distributed,  enterprise  software  development  projects  [4]  [5]
[6]. 
According  to  practitioners  the  three  most  important
perceived  agile  principles  are:  (1)  achievement  of  customer
satisfaction through early and continuous delivery of valuable
software,  (2)  business  representative  and  development  team
members working together frequently throughout the project,
and (3) face-to-face conversations are the most efficient way to
convey information to, and within, the development team [7].
This is in broad agreement with proponents of Agile methods
who argue that they improve team moral, resulting in enhanced
productivity and improved responsiveness to customer needs,
resulting  in  better  software  quality  [8].  Empirical  research
suggests that while agile methods do improve job satisfaction,
productivity and customer satisfaction there can be challenges
with adoption for large and complex projects [9].
Efforts by the software engineering research community to
understand agile software engineering in practice has tended to
conflate  investigation  of  smaller  companies  and  larger
companies  as  if  the  pressures  they face  were  the  same,  for
example  see [7] and  [10].  The  research  presented  here
contributes to the literature on tailoring agile methods for use in
large  geographically  distributed  enterprise  software  projects,
including  five  CMMI  Level  5  certified  offshore  software
development  vendors.  The  overall  research  question  for  the
study is “how do practitioners describe the tailoring of agile
method  roles  and  practices  in  large-scale  geographically
distributed  enterprise  software  projects.”  In  particular,  this
paper focuses on the research question “how do practitioners
describe enhancement and expansion of the product owner role
to  meet  the  needs  of  large-scale  geographically  distributed
enterprise software projects.”
The paper is structured as follows. An overview of agile
software development methods is provided, concentrating first
on scrum, which was the most widely used technique in the
surveyed companies, and then the product owner role. Next is a
discussion  of  the  research  methods  adopted,  including  the
research  sites,  data  collection  and  data  analysis  techniques
used.  The  findings  are  provided  showing  how,  in  practice,
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companies scale agile methods to large enterprise projects. The
findings  address  four  aspects  of  agile  method scaling:  large
team size, geographical distribution, technical complexity and
domain complexity. Next, there is a discussion of the findings.
Finally,  conclusions  and  suggestions  for  future  work  are
presented.
II. AGILE METHODS
There are a range of software development methods that
can  regarded  as  being  agile  including:  Dynamic  Systems
Development Methods (DSDM) [11], Feature Driven Design
[12],  Crystal  [13],  Scrum [14],  Extreme  Programming  (XP)
[15] and more recently Lean Software Development [16].
XP has been associated with engineering practices such as
test-driven  development  and  pair  programming  [15].  Pair
programming,  where  developers  work  together  in  a  manner
analogous  to  a  pilot/co-pilot  configuration,  has  been  studied
extensively [17] [18] [19]. 
In  contrast  with the engineering focus of  XP, scrum has
tended to focus on the orchestration and management of agile
development  [20].  Scrum,  most  commonly  adopted  by  the
company teams investigated in this study,  is briefly outlined
here.  Scrum proposes short,  focused periods of development
called sprints.  Typically lasting between two and four weeks.
Software requirements are captured, analyzed and prioritized in
the form of brief textual, non-technical descriptions called user
stories. The user stories are prioritized, before the start of each
sprint, by a product owner who represents the strategic needs of
the  client.  Stakeholders,  including  the  development  team
members and the product owner, work together to create work
estimates for each user story using a consensus-based scoring
technique.  The development  team members  decompose  each
user  story  into  the  constituent  technical  tasks  necessary  for
implementation  at  the  start  of  each  sprint.  Project  team
members communicate using a daily coordination meeting, the
eponymous  scrum.  The  scrum  is  traditionally  conducted
standing up, in a conscious effort to minimize the duration of
the  meeting.  Team  members  are  required  to  answer  three
questions: (1) “what have you done since the last meeting?”,
(2) “what will you do between now and the next meeting?” and
(3) “what  impediments  that  prevent  your  progress  have  you
encountered or created for others?” 
Scrum  teams  are  self-organizing,  since  team  members
collaborate  to  develop  work  estimates  and  can  select  user
stories for implementation within the current sprint [21] [22].
Scrum emphasizes incremental software development using a
“feature”  team structure  [14].  Feature  team members  tackle
holistic  development  of  end-to-end  user  story  functionality
[12].  This  contrasts  with  traditional  approaches  that  tend  to
hierarchically decompose systems into specialist architectural
components  such  as  user  interface,  business  logic  or
persistence layer elements.  
An  earlier  study  involving  the  author  [23]  focused  on
software  development  teams  located  in  small  and  medium
sized enterprises (companies with less than 250 employees and
a  turnover  ≤ € 50  m  [24]).  That  study  [23]  convincingly
illustrated  a  very  different  business  context  and  market
pressures  from the large  enterprise  environment.  Some agile
proponents  argue  that  agile  methods  must  be  holistically
implemented in their entirety in order to achieve full benefits
(for  example  [15]  p.  149).  However,  the  findings  presented
here suggest this is not always desirable in large projects.
A. Enterprise Agile
The  challenges  of  scaling  agile  methods  to  large
international projects have received attention from practitioners
[4]  [5]  and  [6].  A  project  case  study  suggests  success  is
possible using scrum in a large-scale project  setting [25].  A
scrum of scrums approach  has  been advocated  to scale to a
large team size [4]. Several scrum teams are formed, each with
a  scrum  master  in  the  usual  way.  Here,  each  scrum  team
comprises  7-12  developers.  Daily  coordination  meetings  are
held within each scrum team in the usual  way.  However,  in
addition  the  scrum  masters  attend  a  coordination  meeting
across the teams (the scrum of scrums). The scrum of scrums is
used  to  tactically  manage  and  coordinate  the  progress  of
iterations through the various scrum teams. During the scrum
of scrums each scrum master will report: (1) “what my team
has done since the last meeting?”, (2) “what my team will do
between  now  and  the  next  meeting?”  and  (3)  “what
impediments  that  prevent  your  progress  has  my  team
encountered or created for others?”
In the related area of global software development, where
geographical  distribution  is  often  -  though  not  always  an
indicator of large scale - a meta study of research papers has
been  conducted  [26].  The  meta-study  suggests  the  most
researched  agile  practices  are  (1)  continuous integration,  (2)
stand-up  meetings,  (3)  pair  programming,  (4)  retrospectives,
(5) scrum of scrums, and (6) test-driven development [26].  To
mitigate  geographical  distribution,  multiple  modes  of
communication  support  are  available  such  as  phone,  web
camera, teleconference, video conference, web conference, net
meeting,  email,  shared  mailing  lists,  instant  messaging  and
short messaging service. A variety of collaboration techniques
are available to scrum teams including: visits and periods of co-
located  working,  unofficial  meetings,  training  activities  and
distributed  documentation  support  tools  to  help  alleviate
sociocultural distance [27].   
B. Product Ownership
Scrum only defines three roles in its agile processes:  the
team, the scrum master and product owner [14]. The inclusion
of product ownership in this short list indicates the central role
product ownership plays in the overall software development
processes. The product owner is central to the communication
between customer and development teams [28]. The product
owner  is  responsible  for  developing  and  maintaining  the
product  backlog;  the  list  of  user  stories  that  define  the
requirements for the project. In XP, the product ownership role
is  conducted  by the on-site  customer;  a  client  representative
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that is available to the team on a full-time basis [15]. As agile
methods scale to larger projects it becomes harder to image a
senior  executive  being  available  to  development  teams full-
time.
III. METHOD
This  qualitative  study  of  software  engineering  practice
comprised 8 international  companies  and interviews with 46
practitioners. 
A. Research  Sites 
The companies were  selected from a population of large
enterprises engaged in (typically both) on-shore and off-shore
software  development  projects.  The  companies  chosen  had
head office in Germany, India and USA. The turnover of the
two largest companies are almost €8 billion and over US $1.5
billion.  The  interviews  were  conducted  in  Bangalore,  India
(January 2010 and April 2011), London, UK (February 2010)
and  Delhi,  India  (May  2012).  Altogether,  there  were  46
practitioner interviews at 8 international companies, as shown
in Appendix 1. The companies investigated were involved in
either  off-shoring  (companies  B  and  F)  or  out-sourcing
(companies  A,  C,  D,  E,  G and H).  Off-shoring  is  typically
motivated by a desire to access and cultivate world-wide talent
pools.  Both  off-shoring  and  outsourcing  offer  lower  cost
resource pools. For example, Company B is a household name
in the Internet business sector. Company B retains an in-house
development capability in California but has built-up a large
development  team  in  India  (as  well  as  other  territories)  to
reduce costs while attracting a range of specialist skills. While
Company  F,  with  broad  interests  in  the  industrial  products
space has headquarters in Europe but also has research as well
as  development  centers  in  India  and  elsewhere.  Work  is
allocated  according  to  the  concentration  of  expertise  into
specialist groups within the enterprise (to avoid duplication of
competencies  throughout  the  organization).  While  the  IT
Services companies (companies A, C, D, G and H) are well-
known vendors in the world-wide outsourcing sector. Selection
of the companies and research study participants was through a
snowball  sampling  technique  ([29]   pg.  176;  [30]  Pg.  37).
Initially, professional contacts provided access to the first study
participants. Those participants then were able to enable access
to other development teams and companies. Early phases of the
study focused on participant breadth, at Companies A, B, C, F
and  G,  getting  access  to  a  range  of  project  teams  and
stakeholders  with  different  perspectives.  Participants  ranged
from Company C, one of whose defining characteristics is their
adherence to agile methods. On the other hand, agile skeptics
with negative experiences to report were found at Companies E
and  G.  The  later  phases  of  the  study  focused  on  depth  by
targeting participants with a range of stakeholder roles in the
same company or project. Here the interviews at Company H,
and  Companies  D  and  E  provided  developer,  QA,  project
management  and  corporate-level  perspectives.  This  in-depth
phase of the study is an implementation of intensity sampling
([29]  pg.  171).  Thus,  selecting  research  participants  that
provide a wide range of perspectives using snowball sampling
in  an  early  phase  and  then  using  intensity  sampling  in  a
subsequent phase is a combination sampling approach which
provides  an  element  of  methodological  triangulation  to  the
sample selection.  Combination participant  sampling provides
insights into both the current status of the research problem and
the motivation that underlies these practices. These motivations
for the use of practices are difficult to obtain using large scale
survey methods, for example.
B. Data Collection 
A range of documentary sources were used to inform the
study. Commercially confidential corporate agile development
method  process  guidelines  were  studied.  These  guidelines
outline  corporate  agile  practice  roles,  policies  and
recommendations. Some project documentation has also been
investigated,  such  as  design  and  architecture  documents.
Marketing materials such as publicly available and web hosted
white papers, technical reports, case studies and descriptions of
vendor  capabilities  designed  to  inform  potential  customers,
were also reviewed.  
Site  visits  enabled  observations  of  working  areas  and
working  practices.  Secure  development  team  work
environments  were  visited.  Coordination  meetings  (stand-up
meetings) were observed in real-time for both co-located and
distributed scrum teams. The work environment arrangements
for distributed scrum coordination meetings using both video-
and  audio-conferencing  technologies  were  investigated.  A
range  of  informal,  sometimes  off-site,  discussions  with
executives,  project  management  and  development  team
members were conducted. 
Face-to-face recorded interviews were conducted with the
46 practitioner interviewees. Recordings were transcribed. An
open-ended  interview  guide  approach  was  used  to  structure
interviews,  an  example  interview  guide  is  included  in
Appendix 2. Respondents were given opportunities to raise any
topics, issues and concerns of their choosing outside the scope
of  scripted  interview  questions.  Interviews  were  typically
conducted  on  company  sites  using  small  meeting  rooms
exclusively booked for interview purposes.  
C. Data Analysis
Both the audio interviews and associated written transcripts
were  initially  carefully  reviewed.  The  transcript  text  was
imported into a qualitative data analysis software tool, in this
case Nvivo V9  [31]. Initially key points were identified within
the interview data. The key points were coded and compared
within  and  between  interviewees.  An  iterative  data  analysis
approach was used refine coding categories, as shown in Figure
1.  Thus,  the  key  points  were  combined  to  create  concepts
which were then themselves coded, listed and compared within
and between interviewees. Concept categorization was used to
organize  the  large  volume  of  data  into  a  taxonomy.  The
categorization forms the basis of the grounded theory [32] [33].
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IV. FINDINGS
Early proponents of agile methods advocated small, self-
organizing  and  co-located  teams.  However,  in  enterprise
settings,  large work volumes, short deadlines and entrenched
organizational  structures  result  in  tailored  agile  approaches.
The contribution of  this paper  is  practitioner  descriptions of
product  owner  role  tailoring.  The  research  identifies  the
emergence of product owner teams to allow agile methods to
scale-up to large international projects. Nine functions of the
product owner role are identified.
First, let's consider the absence of a product owner. These
issues  can  be  illustrated  by  drawing  on  Company  E  which
conducts (non-agile) customization projects on client sites and
uses  scrum with an out-sourced  development  partner  for  it's
own  product  development.  For  example,  “there  are  client
representatives  at  [major  international  bank,  UK] they are  a
little ill-defined what they are actually doing. But there isn't a
stakeholder  that  comes and makes any real  decisions on the
project” (Project Manager, Company E, February 2010). This
project manager continues “there's a lot more syndication that
actually goes on in coming to a conclusion” (Project Manager,
Company E, February 2010). Here this project manager with
30+ years of IT industry experience uses the word syndication
as a euphemism for equivocation. This illustrates that, from a
development team perspective,  it  is  difficult  to get  decisions
made about requirements and their priorities in the absence of a
product owner. At the same bank 
“their  governance  is  actually  done  on  [a]
biweekly basis and then,  there's another level of
governance which is done on a four- to six-week
basis... they have traffic light system of reporting
on a project, but they have a very peculiar set of
rules to actually how those traffic lights can go to
amber or, very rarely, can go to red, which is very
surprising...  I would have all the projects at red at
the moment but they're  either green or possibly
only just about going amber” (Project Manager,
Company E, February 2010).
 So, from an enterprise perspective it  is  difficult  to hold
project  teams  to  account  in  terms  of  scope,  budgets  and
deadlines.
Enterprises tend to expand the number of job titles beyond
the  roles  defined  in  standard  agile  literature.  For  example
“There is a team in India of 20 people with a manager. There is
a  product  manager  as  well  as  there  is  project  manager  and
product  owner  and  there  is  me  overseeing”  (Engineering
Director,  Company  E,  February  2010).  Product  owner  job
functions  need  to  be  clarified  because  of  the  lack  of
standardization between job titles and product owner activities.
Thus,  product  owner  functions  may  be  conducted  by  staff
members with various job titles.
What  does  a  product  owner  actually  do?  From  one
perspective “product [scope], the design, the requirements, the
discussion with the business side from the customer, that is all
done through product owner” (Engineering Director, Company
E, February 2010). The nine roles identified in the research are
described below.
A. Groom
Product grooming “is a list of... requirements or features...
So it is a product owner’s responsibility to make sure product
backlog  should  be  continuously  evolving  (Program  Head,
Company H, May 2012). Simply put, “I’d be ready with my
sprint  backlog.   What  are  the  things  we  are  going  to  do?
Maybe a few additional features and some backlog from the
previous [sprint]  where we have received feedback from the
client”  (Company  G,  Engagement  Manager,  April  2011).
Product owners reconcile conflicting priorities 
“there  is  a  product  [management
organization in California]. So different regions
like  APAC  and  Europe  and  North  America
come with some requirements, this is what they
want to get done. And they come to the product
manager...  who  keeps  on  collecting  the
requirements,  prioritizes  them. There’s  a  six-
monthly  road  map  discussion...  where  they
have  a  high-level  look  at  the  things  we  are
trying  to  achieve  this  year.  They  act  as  a
channel between the development team and the
market  so,  for  us,  they  are  the  customers.”
(Engineering  Manager,  Company  B,  Jan.
2010).
The  product  owner  needs  to  interact  with  customers  to
gather the requirements “our Product Owner, luckily, is having
a very rich experience of interaction with customers” (Scrum
Master, Company D, Jan. 2010). However, simply compiling a
list of requirements is not sufficient.
B. Prioritizer
The  product  owner  is  also  responsible  for  prioritizing
requirements in the product or sprint backlogs.  For example,
“we keep re-triaging [the backlog] because we have too many
mandatories”  (Engineering  Director,  Company  E,  February
2010).  And  also  “if  [requirements]...  are  not  sequenced
properly  as  for  the  priority,  legality.  So  whatever  we  are
delivering will not give that priority value to the end user or the
business user”  (Program Head, Company H, May 2012). Thus,
it is the product owner's responsibility to identify and reconcile
the needs of different parts of the client organization. Product
owners  become  experienced  in  assessing  and  prioritizing
contrasting the needs of different  segments  of the customer-
base. Thus, they must have sufficient stature and seniority to
perform that conflict resolution function. 
In some cases, such as enterprise products simultaneously
aimed at a large number of end-user territories, project teams
can  be  more  directly  involved  in  systematic  recording  of
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customer  requirements  “we  call  it  a  requirement  template
approach … so this particular template recognizes what is the
basic requirement which all of [the client territories] will agree.
[each client territory in turn] will say 'okay this is less priority
for  me'  or  there’ll  be  some  variation.  So  against  each
[requirement template] there is some line item that can be done,
okay we want  this  piece”  (Practice  Head,  Company A,  Jan.
2010). This particular project involved a simultaneous product
launch in 17 different countries. 
C. Release Master
A release master manages and approves release schedules.
For example, “a release plan is prepared. It is sent for approval
to  the  product  owner...   once  it’s  approved  by  the  product
owner  then  we  stick  to  that”  (Architect,  Company  D,  Jan.
2010).  Backlog  grooming,  requirements  prioritization  and
release  planning  are  standard  scrum  practices.  What  other
product owner activities have practitioners described? Six other
product owner roles are identified, as follows.
D. Technical Architect
To  design,  implement  and  disseminate  a  reference
architecture a technical role for the product owner is required.
The  product  owner  coordinates  technical  and  architectural
policies between the scrum teams. This will include sufficient
documentation and illustrative source  code to  ensure  project
teams can understand and follow the guidelines. The product
owner  must  disseminate  the  reference  architecture  to  teams.
The  project  team  may  legitimately  find  anomalies  and
ambiguities that the product owner should provide guidance on.
A significant amount of up-front work should be done by
the product owner prior to scrum teams working on increments.
These  architectural  design  decisions  can  often  be performed
using broad statements of functional  requirements.  However,
non-functional  requirements  have  more  bearing  on  the
development of a reference architecture. 
This is a technical thought leadership and coordination role.
Architectural  styles  are  developed  and  disseminated  by  the
product  owner  in  compliance  with  corporate  architecture
guidelines “so we have a [corporate-wide] council, architecture
council” (Architect, Company D, Jan. 2010). The absence of a
product owner does not mean these decisions are not made. On
the  contrary,  the  decisions  are  made  by  teams  in  an
uncoordinated manner.  This results in divergent  architectural
styles in different parts of the program.
There  are  tensions  between  performing  the  architecture
design within the self-organizing scrum teams or as a separate
function.  For  example  “in  ideal  waterfall  model,  as  I  said
earlier we have separate architects, separate designers, separate
developers,  then  testing  team’s  separate.  In  a  scrum  team
they’re  all  working  together  and  there  is  no differentiation”
(Engagement Manager, Company G, April 2011). The problem
is  that  “I  have  observed  that  people  who  are  working  in
waterfall model were not taking responsibility [for delivering a
quality product on time]” (Engagement Manager, Company G,
April 2011).
The  self-organizing  teams  must  also  learn  about  the
reference architecture “this requires every individual to put a
lot of effort into understanding the R&D and understanding the
architecture... this responsibility is shared to the team not just
lying  with  only Product  Owner  and  Scrum Master”  (Scrum
Master, Company D, Jan. 2010).
E. Governor
A large corporate e-Commerce website is  a corporation's
“public  face,  in  26 languages,  across  the world,  right?  That
website needs to have technical  governance on how changes
are  made.”  (Lead  Architect,  Company  H,  May  2012).  To
achieve that technical governance “you need technical product
ownership,  especially  in  large  programs  right?  If  you  are,
[working on] something like [MajorAirline.com], right?” (Lead
Architect, Company H, May 2012).
The  product  owner  provides  a  technical  governance
framework  to  project  teams  working  on  a  program.  The
product  owner  will  liaise  with governance  structures  such  a
technical  oversight  committees  and  corporate  architecture
groups.  The product owner will ensure selection of common
tools  and  technologies  for  the  project.  This  role  will  ensure
projects  within  a  program  share  an  appropriate  technology
infrastructure.
Needless  to  say  the  product  owner  must  be  aware  of
corporate  governance  policies  and  strategic  directions.  Any
proposals made by the product owner should comply with these
governance directives.
F. Communicator
Geographical distribution is not an attractive attribute for a
project  team,  but  is  a  feature  of  the  globalized  nature  of
enterprise software development. At a senior level there is a
view in some quarters that geographical distribution itself is not
the major problem to solve. “I think we are now very mature.
Initially we thought that  our biggest  challenge would be the
geographical distance, some people here, some people there. So
that is definitely a challenge but that is I would say the easiest
to fix” (Chief Architect, Company H, May 2012).
Geographical  distribution  within  the  scrum  team
membership  is  discouraged  in  the  companies  investigated.
Company  B  avoids  geographically  distributed  scrum  teams
“most of the scrums we are the only ones, so we do our own
things  here  [offshore].  Product  managers  and  UI  designers,
they  dial  in  from  there  [onshore]”  (Engineering  Manager,
Company B, Jan. 2010). 
A  compromise  of  adding  a  remotely  located  technical
specialist to the co-located team is sometimes helpful “We had
one engineer  working from [California]  join us,  she used to
directly dial in to our sprint planning meetings, retrospection,
everything”  (Engineering Manager,  Company B,  Jan.  2010).
This  is  onerous  to  that  individual  where  the  time  zone
difference is large (since the remote technical specialist usually
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has to adopt working patterns to suite the rest of the co-located
development team). Sometimes “participation in the stand-up is
extremely tough because you do it in a room with a speaker
phone and five people talking about different things, it becomes
very tough for a [remote] person to understand what’s going on
and contribute … we found it was better to have one-on-one
call with her” (Engineering Manager, Company B, Jan. 2010).
Development  team  working  patterns  can  be  adapted  to
increase  the  overlap  between  office  hours  onshore  and
offshore.  Where  the  time  zone  difference  is  not  too  great,
offshore scrum teams can work into the evening “our normal
shift is 11:00[am]-8:00[pm]” (Software Engineer, Company H,
May 2012) and from a different project team “we are working
1pm to  10pm” (Project  Manager,  Company  H,  May 2012).
This  is  an  example  where  time  zone  differences  between
Europe and India are accommodated by shifting work patterns
(in India) to increase the number of overlapping working hours.
Offshore staff members can sometimes expect to receive some
extra  payments  and  free  dinners  when working  this  type  of
pattern. Transportation is often provided to staff what ever shift
patterns are being worked. Working after 12 midnight is not
popular with respondents because it  disrupts weekend social
and  family  life.  Whereas  early  evening  working  can  be
accommodated  without  too  much  disruption  of  life  outside
work.
A  more  common  arrangement  is  a  co-located  offshore
scrum team working with a remote product owner “I’ve got a
product owner... based in New Zealand” (Engineering Director,
Company E, Jan. 2010). This reflects a classic onshore/offshore
model. Again, mutual meetings timings must be found, which
is challenging with a large time zone differences. Video (and
less commonly audio) conferencing is used to conduct  daily
scrum coordination meetings. These are sometimes conducted
as stand-up meetings (using video conferencing technologies). 
Communication  challenges  include  “practical  difficulties
making  sure  people  can  interact;  such  as  booking  video
conference rooms at both ends, Internet connectivity limitations
on video conferencing; tendency to underestimate investment
required  in  travel  and  connectivity”  (Delivery  Manager,
Company H, May 2012). 
G. Traveller
Product  owner  teams  have  staff  members  onshore  for
discussions  with  clients  and  off-shore  for  disseminating
information to development teams. The proxy product owner
will usually spend time (1-3 months, depending on the scale of
the  project)  on  the  client  site  at  the  start  of  the  project
becoming  familiar  with  any  special  features  of  the  client's
requirements. The breakdown of product owner teams between
onshore and offshore activities needs to be determined “if you
are sort of 70 people working from the offshore there are 5 to 6
guys at the onsite all, every day at the same time zone [as the
client]”  (Practice  Head,  Company  A,  January  2010).  The
Traveler  is  important for supporting development teams “we
have  a  field  person  at  the  customer  site  who  can  answer
queries...  They’re  the  ones  who  interact  with  the  customer
directly” (Architect, Company D, Jan. 2010).
Enterprises can also adopt a range of solutions in terms of
locating teams “One scrum team is based onshore completely,
the other scrum team was sent onshore for a month, had two
iterations  over  there,  and then  came  back  and  started  doing
iterations here, and then the third team is a distributed team that
has  been  formed.  So  everybody  is  getting  the  exposure  of
working  directly  with  the  product  owners  and  the  business
analysis  is  what  we  did  to  mitigate  that  risk”  (Delivery
Manager, Company H, May 2012).
So, product owners act  as a bridge between onshore and
offshore. They can be based with clients or they can travel to
clients. Alternatively, and at higher cost, entire teams can travel
to clients to co-locate with product owners.
H. Intermediary
The product owner is supplemented with an intermediary
from  within  the  development  team  to  mitigate  domain
complexity, the “proxy product owner [is] an extension of the
product  owner,  the  product  owner’s  availability  or
understanding  of  the  off-shoring  process  being  limited”
(Delivery Manager, Company H, May 2012). The intermediary
will need to have extensive experience of the system business
domain. 
In  Company  B  “we  have  some  kind  of  shared  product
ownership  very  limited  that  is  done  by  [local  Product
Manager].   But it  is  mostly on requirements...  we have like
four/five different conferences [conference calls] with different
stakeholders. So, like product managers and some other folks,
engineering  folks,  and  some  people  who  are  working  on
performance, for example.” (Engineering Manager,  Company
B, Jan. 2010)
I. Risk Assessor
Enterprises  routinely  conduct  risk  management  to  assess
technical  complexity  and  potential  shortcomings  in  the
development  team  skills  and  capabilities.  Product  owners
perform 
“risk  management,  if  something  is  seen  as
technically very complex, it will come up as part
of the risk [assessment] of that particular project.
Then, you will have to see how you mitigate that
risk;  if  it  requires  support  from  a  centre  of
excellence  within  [the  company]  or  stronger
[staff  technical]  profiles  to  be  a  part  of  that
project then we will do that.” (Delivery Manager,
Company H, May 2012). 
The risk mitigation might include “assigning people called
Technical Analysts, I mean SMEs [subject matter experts] with
respect  to  their  technical  domain  understanding”  (Program
Head, Company H, May 2012).
Technical  Specialists  assigned  to  the  scrum  team  can
provide insight into managing complexity. For example, where
multiple programming languages are being used the interfaces
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between language components require special skills. Similarly
interfaces  to  external  systems  and  credit  card  payment
gateways  require  access  to  a  technical  specialist.  Intelligent
choice need to be made between sharing a technical  specialist
between  one  or  more  sprint  teams.  Where  the  technical
complexity is affecting the work of and entire sprint team, then
a 100% assignment of  a  full-time technical  specialist  makes
sense. Where the technical complexity affects some aspect of
the work of the sprint team, then access to a part-time technical
specialist will be sufficient.
V. DISCUSSION
The findings presented here support previous research that
suggests agile methods can be scaled to large projects [34] and
used  in  distributed  software  development  settings  [35].  The
closest context to our study was presented in [36]. That study
explored scrum developers working together yet based in USA,
Canada  and  Russia.  These  previous  studies  tended  to
emphasize tailoring agile method practices rather than roles.
One of the companies studied in [36] centralized and co-
located  scrum  masters,  product  owners  and  architects.
Companies A, B, D, E and H in the findings presented here had
a distributed model of product ownership. Product owners are
required to undertake new activities to manage geographically
distributed  clients  and  development  teams.  The  product
ownership team concept emerges, in part at least, from the need
to manage product owner and development team distribution.
The  respondent  from  Company  F  described  a  highly
regulated  healthcare  instrument  project.  The  use  of  agile
methods  in  highly  regulated  environments  has  been
investigated in [37]. Again, however there was little specific
discussion of the product owner role in [37].
This  research  has  focused  on practitioner  descriptions of
activities  within  the  product  owner  role.  This  approach  was
similar  to  [10]  that  focused  on  roles  within  self-organizing
teams. My contribution is to articulate the activities undertaken
by  product  owners.  I  argue  that  product  owner  teams  are
required to manage the scale and complexity of product owner
activities in globalized software development projects. 
VI. LIMITATIONS
There  are  three  tests  for  establishing  the  quality  of
descriptive  empirical  social  research:  construct  validity,
external validity and reliability [38].   
Construct  validity can be ensured through using multiple
sources  of  evidence.  This  has  been  achieved  through
conducting  studies  at  eight  companies  with  large  studies  at
Companies H and E (along with their offshore service provider
Company D). Multiple sources of evidence within these large
studies  has  included  corporate,  program  and  project  level
management as well as development team members. 
External validity is achieved through replication of studies.
Replication here is at eight companies and the range of project
stakeholder  respondents.  However,  the  findings  and
conclusions presented here should not be generalized to small
and medium sized companies. Smaller companies work under
profoundly  different  commercial  pressures  with  different
quality assurance responsibilities.
Reliability is developed through use of the interview guide.
This ensures consistency in the data collection. The interview
guide is reproduced in Appendix 2. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This paper has explored practitioner descriptions of agile
method  tailoring  in  large-scale  enterprise  software
development.  Specifically  product  owner  role  tailoring  has
been investigated.
Nine product ownership functions have been described that
are  used  to  scale  agile  methods  to  large  projects:  groom,
prioritizer,  release  master,  technical  achitect,  Governor,
communicator, traveller, intermediary and risk assessor. 
The groom gathers requirements from business clients. The
prioritizer  ensures  requirements  bring  value  to  the  business.
The  release  master  manages  and  approves  release  plans.
Technical architects provide architectural coordination on large
projects. This architectural coordination is achieved by using
reference  architectures  to  guide  and  support  self-organizing
scrum  teams.  Governors  are  required  to  ensure  project
compliance  with  corporate  guidelines  and  policies.  The
communicator  bridges  onshore  and  offshore  geographical
distribution.  Travellers  spend  time  onshore  at  client  sites
gathering  first-hand  knowledge  of  the  client's  needs.  The
intermediary acts as an interface to senior executives driving
large  scale  development  programs  disseminating  domain
knowledge  to  teams.  The  risk  assessor  evaluates  technical
complexity.
These  product  owner  activities  provide  a  layer  of
governance to agile  methods in the CMMI Level  5 certified
companies  investigated.  Further,  these  activities  can  be
performed by members of a product owner team. Thus, product
owners  can  devolve  selected  activities  to  technical  and
remotely located colleagues. The product owner team becomes
a key tool in tailoring agile methods for large scale distributed
projects.
Further  work,  in  collaboration  with  Company  H,  will
explore agile methods and CMMi Level 5 certification.  That
paper  considers  how  agile  projects  gather  and  provide  the
evidence required by certification authorities.
Also, it is puzzling that engineering practices from XP such
as pair programming and test driven development are not more
widely used. Further investigation would help understand the
lack commitment in these large enterprises to such practices.
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APPENDIX 2
A. Motivation and Purpose of Research
I want to ask you about your experience of geographically
distributed agile software development projects. The research
involves interviews with people doing a range of different roles
and from companies with different development models. 
I want to learn more about your views of agile processes. I
am particularly interested to know what factors are affected by
geographical location and separation. The purpose here is to try
to  understand  the  factors  that  affect  project  outcomes,
successful  or  otherwise,  so that  we can  try to  learn  for  the
future. 
B. Ethical Commitments and Informed Consent
I want to ask you the following questions and tape record
your  answers.  I  will  keep  your  responses  absolutely
confidential. Certainly nothing will be shared with any client
companies. I do plan to publish interview extracts but I will
make names and companies anonymous. Can I switch on the
recorder? 
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APPENDIX 1
TABLE I.  PARTICIPATING COMPANIES, INDUSTRY SECTORS AND INTERVIEWEE JOB TITLES
Company Sector Interviewee Job Titles Projects and Programs
Company A, Bangalore IT Service Provider Program Manager
Senior Project Manager
Team Member
Customer Relationship Management
Company B, Bangalore Internet Engineering Manager 
Product Manager (interviewed twice, Jan
2010 and April 2011)
Web Mail
Web Calendar
Company C, Bangalore Software Service Provider Development Manager Rail Booking
Company D, Bangalore
(Offshore Provider to Company E)
Software Service Provider Project Manager
Product Owner
Scrum Master (3)
QA Lead
Team Member
Marketing Campaign Management
Customer Relationship Management
Company E, London Enterprise CRM Program Manager
Project Manager
Director of Engineering
Banking
Marketing Campaign Management
Customer Relationship Management
Company F, Bangalore Industrial Products Scrum Master Healthcare Instruments
Company G, Bangalore IT Service Provider Engagement Manager Media Entertainment
Company H, Delhi IT Service Provider Chief Technology Officer
Corporate Lead Architect
General Manager Human Resources
Delivery/Program Manager (3)
Project/Senior Project Manager (3)
Scrum Master (2)
Technical  Analyst/Consultant/Specialist
(6)
Test Analyst (2)
Business Analyst
Software/Senior Software Engineer (7) 
Airline Customer Service
Flight Booking
C. Your Current Project(s)
How many projects are you working on currently?
What  is  (was)  the  title  of  your  current  (or  most  recent)
project?
What is the project management structure?
How is the project organized geographically? 
How many people are in the project team?
D. Agile Practices
What  Agile  practices  do  you  advocate  for  offshore
projects?
What agile practices do you avoid or not recommend?
E. Requirements 
How are requirements decided and prioritized?
How do user stories evolve over time?
How do user stories move up or down the backlog?
F. Product Owner/Customer (POC)
How do you represent the product development team within
the client organization?
How do you  represent  the  client  organization within the
product development team?
G. Releases and Testing
How do unit tested code become a release?
How is user acceptance testing managed?
How are bugs reported back, prioritized and fixed?
H. Challenges
What challenges do you face in agile offshore projects?
How have you tried to address these challenges?
What challenges remain to be resolved?
I. Learning
How does learning take place within the team?
How does learning take place for you personally?
J. Any other comments
Do  you  have  any  further  comments  in  relation  to
geographically distributed agile development projects?
Fig. 1.  Iterative analysis leading to grounded theory.
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